Press Release
New look mosaics for bathrooms and kitchens
A host of new mosaic wall tile ranges in an array of decorative finishes including shell, variable
lustre glass, silk marble and polished chrome are set to transform the creative landscape of wall
décor in bathrooms and kitchens. Craven Dunnill has more than doubled its mosaic collection to
over 300 different designs, as homeowners become more adventurous and embrace the
creative opportunities mosaics provide.
A few strips of distinctive mosaics can transform the plainest of field tiles into a chic, accent
wall, mosaics can turn a practical basin splash-back or bath surround into an exotic feature,
create a bijoux decorative element, in what otherwise would be a mundane bathroom, and
introduce the attractive option of curvaceous shower walls – the possibilities are endless.
New mosaic ranges from Craven Dunnill’s
Renaissance Collection include:
Metalux Lustre: a highly reflective combination of grey
lustre glass and undulating polished chrome. Retail at
around £22.50 per 300 x 300mm sheet (see image to
left).
Shell Mix: a delicate combination of shell, glass and
stone mosaics. Retail at around £22.50 per 300 x
300mm sheet.
Piano Series in Frosted Grey: oblong mosaics made
from frosted glass in subtle tones of grey. Retail at
around £21.60 per 300 x 300m sheet.
Natura Series in Grey Glass/Slate Mosaic: a natural
combination of clear and frosted glass with the warm
tones of slates. Retail start at around £18.15 per 300
x 300mm sheet.

For further information about Craven Dunnill’s extensive floor and wall tile collection request a
brochure on T: 01746 761611 or visit www.cravendunnill.co.uk to view some of the latest new
introductions.
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Images: A selection of high resolution images featuring new mosaics is available including:
From left to right below: Mosaic Series Shell Mix, Piano, Natura

From left to right below: Mosaic Series Murano Glass, Natura, Silk Marble
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